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Who is The Nova Scotia Trails Federation
NS Trails is a volunteer,
membership-based registered
charity, a resource for trail
stakeholders, and a forum to
facilitate the cooperative
building, maintaining, and
enjoyment of trails in our
province

What We Do

NS Trails
Plans
Promotes
Provides
And Advocates for:

 Accessibility for All
 Knowledge for All
 Collaboration for All

 Opportunity for All
 Inclusivity for All

Our Members and
Partners Represent

• Hundreds of Municipalities,
Clubs, Associations and
Organizations
• Thousands of Volunteers
Managing Thousands of
Kilometers of Trails
• Hundreds of Thousands of
Diverse Trail Users
• Thousands of Acres of Privately
Owned Trail Assets
• Various Levels of Government
and Departments

NS Trails and
The Province of Nova Scotia
 Embrace a Community
Development Trail
Model Unique in
Canada

 Have a Unique in Canada
Trail Insurance and Risk
Management Model Comanaged with SANS and
NS Internal Services Risk
Management

Broad Strokes, Generalizations and Municipal

Implementation Models Will Not Work
In Nova Scotia:

• 80% of its trail assets are
delivered by volunteers on
land they do not own or
have exclusive rights to.
• All applicable legislation,
regulation, policy and
guidelines have made
special allowances for this.

Pre-submission Consultation Included
• NS Trails Chairperson
• NS Trails CEO and Communications
Manager
• NS Trails Risk Manager
• Snowmobile Association General
Manager
• ATV Association Trail Coordinator
• Trail Strategy Coordinating Group
Chair
• Trail Strategy Coordinating Group
Manager
• CCH Provincial Trail Consultant
• Municipal Recreation Managers
• Regional Trail Coordinators

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Hike Nova Scotia President
Bike NS Blue Route Coordinator
TIR Active Transportation Engineer
Trans Canada Trail Signage and Trail
Coordinator Eastern Canada
Past Chair Ministerial Advisory
Committee on Off Highway Vehicles
L and F Parks Planner
Past L and F Coordinator of the Off
Highway Vehicle Infrastructure
Fund
Persons with Accessibility Issues
CCH Recreation Consultant
TCT Western Loop Coordinator and
Chairperson

Phase 2
Recommendation 1
Government of Nova Scotia will develop a
ranking and categorization system for
accessible parks and trails that will assist
people in planning recreation experiences,
keeping the user experience at the
forefront.

Recommendation:
The Government should
adopt sector best practices
and longstanding tools for
ranking and classification

Guidance:
Adopt CSA B 651-18 Annex D
including sub-12 and use the
Universal Trail Assessment
Process (UTAP) which has
been used across North
America since 1990

UTAP Benefits
 The UTAP can be easily
utilized by the people
who manage, design and
maintain trails now.

 The UTAP is considered
one of the most objective
rather than subjective
models for gathering trail
condition and
accessibility information.
 The UTAP is affordable
and highly scalable.
 The UTAP is promoted as
the go to tool by the CSA
in B 651-18 Annex D.

Phase 2
Recommendation 2

Trails, parks and outdoor recreation facilities
will include accessible signage and
viewpoints that clearly outline directionality,
points of interest, emergency information
and accessible amenities available. This will
include accessible technology and
communications that can connect to mobile
devices where possible.

Recommendation:
The regulation must adopt
a clear definition of trails.

Guidance:
Adopt CSA B 651-18 Annex
D-1 as the definition of trails
covered by the regulations
and exempt those that do
not meet the definition.

CSA B 651-18 Annex D-1
 Applies to trails that are designed,
designated and constructed as
pedestrian routes for recreational
use, for people traveling by foot or
users of mobility aids

The ADA Definition
 Applies to those trails that are
designed and constructed for
pedestrian use. These guidelines
are not applicable to trails
primarily designed and
constructed for recreational use
by equestrians, mountain
bicyclists, snowmobile users, or
off-highway vehicle users, even if
pedestrians may occasionally use
the same trails. However, a
multi-use trail specifically
designed and designated for
hiking and bicycling would be
considered a pedestrian trail.

The following four areas highlight
potential conditional departures from
the ADA guidelines that are permitted
for any portion of the trail where
compliance would:
1. cause substantial harm to cultural,
historic, religious, or significant
natural features or characteristics;
2. substantially alter the nature of the
setting or the purpose;
3. require construction methods or
materials that are prohibited by
Federal, State, or local regulations
or statutes;
4. not be feasible due to terrain
(excessive slope or cross slope) or the
prevailing construction practices.

What if building a
trail to an accessible
standard just isn’t
logical, desirable or
even possible?

Adopt “Safe For All Zones” on Motorized Rails to Trails
• Adopt a safe for all zone that
affords added protection for
vulnerable users, similar to a
school zone
• Target high density urban, or
near urban areas
• Increase enforcement and
institute fine doubling for OHV
infractions, off leash dogs etc.
• Consider off leash dogs vs.
wheelchair users, dirt bikes vs
deaf users, snowmobile with
no muffler vs autistic user and
bicycles with no bells vs blind
users

Phase 2
Recommendation 3
Government of Nova Scotia will develop
and implement an educational program
with financial incentives to ensure trails,
.

Recommendation:
Use NS Trails and Rec NS to
disseminate educational
components including the
UTAP

Guidance:
Expand educational component
to users , builders, owners,
programmers, managers and
trail coordinators, avoid
windfalls for consultants

Construct Highly Accessible
Demonstration Trails on a
Regional Basis
• Use these trails to showcase
the benefits, exhibit best
practices, test new products,
inform contractors, inspire
programmers and allow for
users new to mobility devices
etc. to acquire outdoor skills

Demonstration Trails

Phase 2
Recommendation 4
Maintenance of accessible trails,
parks, beaches and other outdoor
spaces will be clearly prioritized in
annual plans.
.Recommendation:

Consult with NS Trails and
Internal Services Risk
Management about Duty of
Care

Guidance:
Current trail legislation is
modeled after a very low
duty of care, seek guidance

Will the accommodation of more
vulnerable users change the duty of
care in the sector to unsustainable
levels.
• Consider current inspection
frequencies, all season
maintenance and storm damage
mitigation norms, infraction
reporting and mixed motorized
use implications. Consider
implications for private
landowners. Seek input from
Internal Services Risk Managers

Duty of Care

Phase 2
Recommendation 5
Government of Nova Scotia grants and
funding opportunities for new
trails, parks, campgrounds, and other
recreational facilities will include a
requirement for accessibility.

Recommendation:
Consider the messaging
sent by the funding model

Guidance:
Funding models should make
accessibility the norm not the
exception, no different from
any other aspect

Ensure funding streams are
simplified and come through existing
channels as part of existing
applications.
• Avoid duplication and extra
applications by volunteers. Seek
input from OHVIF about
implications for user pay OHV
funding model. Seek guidance
from ICT and TSCG

Funding Avenues

Sector
Communication
Accessibility

• Ensure grant availability to
facilitate accessibility for all in
the trail and recreation sectors
• Consider guidance such as the
Ontario Trails Council’s Guide
for Website and
Communication Accessibility
• Make the grants available to all
provincial user groups and sport
organizations

Phase 1 Regulations Trails
Recommendation 1
All newly constructed trails will have
accessible sections at the designated
trailhead when slope and surface allow. Nova
Scotia will adopt the Rick Hansen Foundation
Certification Guidelines for accessible trails.
Accessibility will be reviewed as part of
annual maintenance plans (see Appendix L
for Rick Hansen Foundation Certification
Guidelines language).

Recommendation:
Only consider Guidelines
that are readily accessible
to the volunteers building
the trails.

Reasons to Avoid the
Rick Hansen Certification
Model and Guidelines

 The Rick Hansen Certification is
only available through NSCC with
a prerequisite university
engineering or architect’s degree,
precluding almost all disabled
people assisting with trail
auditing and design
 The Certification Guidelines are
not available unless certified,
they are copyrighted

 The Certification Training is cost
prohibitive for volunteers
building trail ($1600.00)

Reasons to Avoid the
Rick Hansen Certification
Model and Guidelines

 There are only a few dozen certified
individuals in the province, mostly forprofit consultants
 We should be targeting guidelines that
can be implemented by those that live
it everyday, not by for-profit
consultants
 The Certification of a facility can cost
upwards of $2000.00, it sends the
wrong message if you don’t have it
certified
 We do not need individuals certified in
all aspects of accessibility, just the
limited scope of trails

Reasons to Adopt CSA
B 651-18 Annex D
Guidelines and UTAP

 Municipal and laypeople use CSA
certified guidelines thousands of
times everyday, municipalities have
the standard in their office now
 The guidelines are available just by
googling and shareable in PDF
 The UTAP is affordable and can be
utilized to provide job opportunities
for a wide range of disabled persons
now assisting on a volunteer basis
 No prerequisites are needed that
would preclude training all trail
sector volunteers who wanted the
training

Use component specs from other sub-committees
when considering trailheads
 Use parking area specs,
wayfinding specs,
washroom specs
 Currently no access to
other sub info

Phase 1 Regulations Trails
Recommendation 2
Where a paved trail crosses a paved road,
warning tactile indicators are required.
Where a paved trail is near a municipal
sidewalk, the trail will be connected to the
sidewalk.

Recommendation:
Define responsible party
and interlock with existing
policies

Existing TIR Trail Crossing Policy
 TIR has existing trail policy
# PO1033, consult with TIR
and NS Risk Management

 TIR has existing procedure
# PR5092, consult TIR and
NS Risk Management

Municipal Sidewalk Policies
 This is a municipal policy
issue and needs to be
reworded to define the
obligated party, there are
cross jurisdictional issues

 Consider the sidewalk
being extended to the
trail and give
circumstances other than
just proximity

Phase 1 Regulations
Parks Recommendation 1
Street furniture location and dimensions in
parks and trails will meet provincial
standard stated in pedestrian facilities.

Recommendation:
Define and make available
the specification for
comment along with
definitions and consider
overlaps in policy(Gates)

Phase 1 Regulations
Parks Recommendation 2
Parks and recreational facilities, including
trails, play spaces, and access routes, will
be marked with braille and tactile high
contrast signage at accessible heights. This
signage will state what accessible
amenities are available, as well as the
slope, distance, and difficulty level of trails.

Recommendation:
Define entire trail
or trailhead area,
include QR codes
and read aloud
technology

Phase 1 Regulations
Parks Recommendation 4
New or renovated outdoor eating areas
will allocate at least 20% of seating as
accessible, including wheelchair accessible
picnic tables and room for a wheelchair or
mobility device adjacent to benches.
Outdoor eating tables will be round and
accessible for visual communication. Path
of travel to the seating will be barrier free.

Recommendation:
Use table configurations that
accommodate the most
accessibility needs, not defined
by shape, affordability =
availability, ease of retrofit

Table Shapes

6 visual users
No wheelchair users
No obese users
No mobility users

6 visual users
2 wheelchair users
8 obese users
8 mobility users

3 visual users
1 wheelchair user
4 obese users
4 mobility users

3 visual users
2 wheelchair users
4 obese users
4 mobility users

2 visual users
1 wheelchair user
No obese users
No mobility users

No visual users
No wheelchair users
No obese users
No mobility users

Phase 1 Policy
Outdoor Facilities 2
The Government of Nova Scotia will work
with Canadian Parks Council and The Nova
Scotia Trails Federation to create a website
that will include a standard accessibility
rating for all trails listed. It will also include
a detailed description of the trail, including
length, difficulty level, and where to
expect to find points of interest along the
trail.

Recommendation:
Use NS Trails’ Trail Guide and
NS Connect tool in place for
trails. Needs definitions and
ratings, use UTAP. Same tool in
place for recreation facilities

Sector Observations
 They wanted more accessibility
 They wanted more Information
 They wanted to know how it
had gotten this far without
them knowing
 They wanted more time

 They wanted to assist
 They wanted to be consulted
sooner rather than later
 They thought they could do
better

